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Abstract

We present a generalized paradigm for adap-001
tation of propositional analysis (predicate-002
argument pairs) to new tasks and domains,003
leveraging an analogy between stances (belief-004
driven sentiment) and concerns (topical is-005
sues with moral dimensions/endorsements). A006
key contribution is the combination of semi-007
automatic resource building for extraction of008
domain-dependent concern types (with 2-4009
hours of human labor per domain) and an en-010
tirely automatic procedure for extraction of011
domain-independent moral dimensions and en-012
dorsement values. Prudent (automatic) selec-013
tion of terms from propositional structures for014
lexical expansion (via semantic similarity) pro-015
duces new moral dimension lexicons at three016
levels of granularity beyond a strong baseline017
lexicon. We develop a ground truth (GT) based018
on expert annotators and compare our con-019
cern detection output to GT, to yield 231% im-020
provement in recall over baseline, with only021
a 10% loss in precision. F1 yields 66% im-022
provement over baseline and 97.8% of human023
performance. Moreover, our lexically based024
approach yields large savings in terms of hu-025
man labor and costly model building. Work026
produced herein provides to the community a027
newly expanded moral dimension/value lexi-028
con, annotation guidelines, and GT.029

1 Introduction030

This paper presents a generalized paradigm for031

adaptation of tasks involving predicate-argument032

pairs, i.e., combinations of actions and their par-033

ticipants, to new tasks and domains. Predicate-034

argument analysis has been a longstanding area of035

research for many tasks: event detection (Du and036

Cardie, 2020; Zhang et al., 2020), opinion extrac-037

tion (Yang and Cardie, 2013), textual entailment038

(Stern and Dagan, 2014), and coreference (Shibata039

and Kurohashi, 2018). We refer to the induction040

of such representations as propositional analysis.041

We induce a proposition PREDICATE(x1,x2,...) to042

represent sentences such as John wears a mask: 043

wear(John,mask). We then pivot off this represen- 044

tation to answer questions such as What is John’s 045

stance towards mask wearing? or What concerns 046

does John have about mask wearing? 047

Stance detection has recently (re-)emerged as a 048

very active research area, yet many approaches gen- 049

erally equate stance to raw (bag-of-word) sentiment 050

and often employ machine-learning based models 051

requiring large amounts of (labeled or unlabeled) 052

training data. Within such approaches, the notion 053

of stance varies, but generally falls into one of a 054

handful of “sentiment-like” categories for stance 055

holder X regarding topic Y, i.e., X agrees/disagrees 056

with Y (Umer et al., 2020), X favors/disfavors Y 057

(Krejzl et al., 2017), X is pro/anti Y (Samih and 058

Darwish, 2021), X has a positive/negative opinion 059

about Y (AlDayel and Magdy, 2021), or X is in 060

favor/against/neither Y (Küçük and Can, 2020). 061

We adopt the stance definition of Mather et al. 062

(2021), originally formulated for Covid-19. There, 063

a stance is a belief-driven sentiment, derived via 064

propositional analysis (i.e., I believe masks do not 065

help [and if that belief were true, I would be anti- 066

mask]), instead of a bag-of-words lexical match- 067

ing or embedding approach that produces a basic 068

pro/anti label. This variant of stance detection uses 069

a proposition to identify a domain-relevant belief 070

in the Covid-19 domain; the belief is leveraged 071

to compute a belief-driven sentiment and attitude 072

toward a topic in that domain (e.g., masks). For 073

example, I believe masks do not protect me is ren- 074

dered as a belief type PROTECT with an underlying 075

proposition protect(masks) and a negative overall 076

stance toward the propositional content: masks. 077

We implement and evaluate an analogous propo- 078

sitional framework for a new task, concern detec- 079

tion, in the new domain of the 2017 French elec- 080

tions. Table 1 shows an output for both stance and 081

concern detection. The proposition common to 082

both is ruin(jean-luc melenchon, economy). For 083
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Stance Proposition:
ruin(jean-luc melenchon, economy)

Belief Type Belief/Sent Values
DESTROY belief strength: 2.5,

sentiment strength: -1
Concern Proposition:

ruin(jean-luc melenchon, economy)
Concern Type Moral Dims/Values
ECONOMIC care: 1.4, purity: 2.75

Table 1: Representative Stance and Concern system
output for a given tweet in the 2017 French Election
Domain: Marine Le Pen LEADS in French poll as far
left Jean-Luc Melenchon ‘could ruin economy’. Belief
ranges from -3 to 3, sentiment from -1 to 1, and the
moral dimensions from 1 to 9.

stance, a belief type, DESTROY, is coupled with084

values: (1) Belief strength captures a belief com-085

mitment ranging from certainty that the belief is086

not true (-3) to certainty that the belief is true (+3),087

with 0 as uncommitted belief; and (2) Belief-driven088

sentiment strength ranges from extremely negative089

(-1) to extremely positive (+1), with 0 as neutral.090

We define a concern to be a topical type (e.g.,091

ECONOMIC) coupled with a set of values: (1) moral092

dimensions from Moral Foundations Theory (MFT)093

(Haidt and Joseph, 2004; Graham et al., 2009, 2011,094

2012), represented as vice/virtue pairings (author-095

ity/subversion, care/harm, fairness/cheating, loy-096

alty/betrayal, and purity/degradation); and (2) cor-097

responding endorsement values, where “vice” is098

between 1 to 5 and “virtue” is >5 to 9, with 1099

being strong vice and 9 being strong virtue. Di-100

mensions and endorsements shown in Table 1 are101

derived from a state-of-the-art baseline (Moral 1),102

see §3.103

We demonstrate that the key to reduced adap-104

tation time is the coupling of semi-automatic re-105

source building for concern types with automated106

expansion of domain-independent concern values107

using semantic similarity. We develop a ground108

truth (GT) based on expert annotators and compare109

concern detection output to GT. We also demon-110

strate that, with each lexicon expansion, the perfor-111

mance of concern detection improves significantly112

over a state-of-the-art baseline moral dimension113

lexicon. We obtain a 231% improvement in re-114

call over a strong baseline for our best performing115

system, with only a 10% loss in precision.116

2 Background and Motivation 117

This section provides background and motivation 118

for task and domain adaptability applied to con- 119

cern detection in the 2017 French Election domain 120

(§2.1, §2.2), including concern values induced from 121

Moral Foundations Theory (MFT) (§2.3). 122

2.1 Task and Domain Adaptability 123

Task adaptability and domain adaptability are two 124

supporting areas of research for this work. Prior 125

domain adaptation approaches, surveyed by Ram- 126

poni and Plank (2020), have been applied to tasks 127

such as sentiment analysis (Ben-David et al., 2020; 128

Ghosal et al., 2020), stance detection (Xu et al., 129

2019), and event trigger identification (Naik and 130

Rose, 2020). Task adaptation approaches (Guru- 131

rangan et al., 2020; Garg et al., 2020; Ziser and 132

Reichart, 2019) have been applied to tasks such as 133

answer selection for question answering. 134

To date, both types of adaptation rely heavily on 135

machine learning (ML) techniques, many of which 136

require a large amount (e.g., 1M+, Gururangan et al. 137

(2020)) of training data (whether labelled or not). 138

Some approaches employ smaller datasets, e.g., 139

10K+ Amazon reviews, fake news articles (Ben- 140

David et al., 2020; Xu et al., 2019). Additionally, 141

while explainability has recently been brought to 142

the fore in deep learning approaches, as surveyed 143

by Xie et al. (2020), such systems have not focused 144

on task and domain adaptability. 145

We develop a general framework for resource 146

building techniques that features task adaptability 147

and retains the ability to adapt quickly to new do- 148

mains. Our dataset requirements are much more 149

minimal than prior approaches (2500 tweets per 150

domain), there is no human labeling of corpora, 151

and no model training required. Moreover, explain- 152

ability is achieved by virtue of inclusion of propo- 153

sitional information (who did what to whom) that 154

serves as a window into the process of detecting 155

concern types and moral dimensions. 156

2.2 Stance and Concerns 157

Pirolli et al. (2021) applied a belief-based formula- 158

tion of stance in the Covid-19 domain, with topics 159

such as mask wearing and social distancing. For 160

example, a stance assigned to Wear a mask! in- 161

cludes a PROTECT belief type, where the predicate 162

wear is considered a “trigger” and a mask is con- 163

sidered the “content” of the belief. The values asso- 164

ciated with this stance include a belief strength of 165
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+3 and a sentiment strength of +1. The final stance166

is thus a belief-oriented sentiment with this inter-167

pretation: the person posting the tweet is positive168

toward “masks,” assuming the belief that masks are169

protective is true. In the 2017 French Election do-170

main, a stance representation (e.g., for the example171

in Table 1) would be: <DESTROY(ruin(jean-luc172

melenchon, economy)), Bel:+2.5, Sent:-1>.173

While this prior framework lays the groundwork174

for domain adaptability, it has not been shown to175

be generalizable to new tasks (within or across do-176

mains), which is the focus of this paper. We lever-177

age the propositional underpinnings of the frame-178

work of Mather et al. (2021) to enable a straight-179

forward adaptation from stance detection to a new180

task, while also retaining domain adaptability. The181

new task of interest is concern detection. This task182

involves extraction of a concern type (e.g., immi-183

gration, taxation) associated with a given domain184

(e.g., 2017 French Elections), analogous to the ex-185

traction of a belief type for a given stance detection186

domain. In this paper, we demonstrate that it is187

straightforward to port belief-targeted stance both188

to a new domain (French elections) and, through an189

analogous proposition-based extraction, to a new190

task: Concern detection. An example of a formal191

Concern representation in the 2017 French Elec-192

tion domain for the example in Table 1 would be:193

<ECONOMIC(ruin(jean-luc melenchon, economy)),194

Care: 1.4, Purity: 2.75>.195

The approach described herein focuses on lexi-196

con expansion obtained automatically through se-197

mantic similarity to map key terms in propositional198

statements to moral foundation lexicon words, us-199

ing WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998). Three different200

variants of lexicon expansion (described in §3.3)201

improve on results obtained using the current state-202

of-the-art moral lexicon of Araque et al. (2020),203

which we take to be a strong baseline (henceforth204

referred to as ‘Moral 1’). The advance beyond this205

prior work lies in the prudent (automatic) selection206

of terms designated for expansion, based on propo-207

sitional structure, and the combination of moral208

dimensions with concern types.209

2.3 The MFT Framework and Influence210

We focus on concern detection because identify-211

ing what people are discussing online within a212

particular domain is important and useful, as is213

identifying the moral justifications or deliberate ap-214

peals to moral identity in these discussions. We use215

the Moral Foundations Theory (MFT) framework 216

(Haidt and Joseph, 2004; Graham et al., 2009, 2011, 217

2012) to encode the moral dimensions of social me- 218

dia contributions. These moral dimensions may 219

serve as potential indicators of influence attempts, 220

as in When it comes to immigration it’s not about 221

children, it’s about damaging our country!, where 222

the Concern type is IMMIGRATION_REFUGEE and 223

there is an appeal to the vice side (harm) of the 224

care/harm moral dimension. 225

An emphasis on highly controversial and/or po- 226

larizing topics in online posts/messages may be in- 227

dicative of an attempt to sway others. More impor- 228

tantly, if these posts/messages are interwoven with 229

language that reflects (and speaks to) the moral val- 230

ues of the target audience it can increase in-group 231

cohesion, and that may further contribute to polar- 232

ization. Additionally, deliberate use of morality 233

to justify harmful intentions towards others may 234

foster online outrage disguised as ethical conduct 235

(Bandura et al., 1996; Friedman et al., 2021). 236

Several studies have shown that social groups 237

provide a framework in which moral values are 238

endorsed, and when these values are threatened by 239

e.g., opposing political ideology, existing beliefs of 240

the group are strengthened (Van Bavel and Pereira, 241

2018). Thus, when presented with information that 242

is incongruent with our identity and in-group, we 243

tend to override accuracy motives in favor of social 244

identity goals (partisan bias). These studies have 245

shown that, when accuracy and identity goals are 246

in conflict, moral values determine which belief 247

to endorse and thus how to engage with informa- 248

tion. This makes moral values an ideal breeding 249

ground for influence campaigns, on a small scale 250

(e.g. political ideology) as well as on larger scale 251

(e.g. cultures or subcultures), but also very useful 252

for our concern detection model. 253

We note that most studies of cross-cultural val- 254

ues, beliefs, and morality have been conducted by 255

WEIRD (white, educated, industrialized, rich, and 256

democratic) countries (Goodwin et al., 2020; Hen- 257

rich et al., 2010). Inglehart’s model of World Val- 258

ues (Inglehart and Welzel, 2010) has surveyed 60 259

countries for the last 40 years, taking into account 260

that many nations are more concerned with eco- 261

nomic and physical security (e.g. survival), while 262

self-expression values are more reflective of West- 263

ern countries. For example, in Pakistan or Nigeria 264

90% of the population say that God is extremely 265

important in their lives, while in Japan only 6% 266
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take this position. Similarly, Schwartz’ Theory of267

Basic Values (Schwartz, 2012) uses a different set268

of organizing principles, e.g., values that relate to269

anxiety (e.g., tradition, security, control of threat)270

which may lead to an increased belief in misinfor-271

mation (Jost et al., 2003). Thus, moral dimensions272

combined with concern types might be a potential273

indicator of a common actor (possibly an outside274

influencer) if several individuals or accounts (po-275

tentially purporting to be individuals) invoke the276

same moral dimensions across their messages.277

3 Task and Domain Adaptation278

Adaptation of stance detection to concern detection279

gives rise to a new framework for rapid develop-280

ment of a task-adapted system that retains domain281

adaptability and uses relatively low amounts of282

data, with only 2-4 hours of human categorization.283

3.1 Resource Building Generalizations284

We generalize to a new task while retaining do-285

main adaptability by leveraging the stance-concern286

analogy, through: (a) semi-automatic domain-287

dependent extraction of types from propositional288

analysis, i.e., moving from belief types for stances289

to concern types for concerns; and (b) fully auto-290

matic domain-independent induction of associated291

values from a combination of propositional argu-292

ments and lexical and semantic resources, i.e., be-293

lief/sentiment strengths (cf. (Baker et al., 2012))294

for stances and moral dimensions and endorse-295

ments (cf. (Graham et al., 2012)) for concerns.296

Resource building for domain-dependent stance297

types involves propositional analysis using seman-298

tic role labeling (SRL) (Gardner et al., 2018) to299

detect positions with the most highly relevant con-300

tent terms, e.g., masks. The work of Mather et al.301

(2021) indicates that these positions are ARG0 and302

ARG1. To port this approach over to the induction303

of domain-specific concern types, we conducted304

a similar analysis and found that the same posi-305

tions (ARG0 and ARG1) contain the most highly306

relevant terms for concerns, e.g., economy. Semi-307

automatic induction of concern types thus leverages308

these positions, as described in §3.2.309

Just as stance resource building induces domain-310

independent stance values (belief / sentiment311

strengths), concern resource building induces312

domain-independent concern values (moral dimen-313

sions / endorsements). A deeper propositional anal-314

ysis reveals that additional SRL positions have a315

high likelihood of association with moral dimen- 316

sion terms, e.g., ruin: V, ARG2, ARGM-ADV, 317

ARM-MR, ARGM-PRD. This discovery further 318

generalizes the original stance resource-building 319

approach and enables rapid task adaptation to con- 320

cerns through entirely automatic means. We lever- 321

age these additional SRL positions to extract can- 322

didate terms for expansion of moral dimensions. 323

Associated endorsements are then inherited from 324

semantically similar terms from baseline Moral 1. 325

Further details about the expansion of moral dimen- 326

sions are provided in §3.3. 327

Domain adaptability is retained—on analogy 328

with stance detection—by separating and indepen- 329

dently addressing two aspects of concern detection: 330

(a) induction of domain-specific concern types; 331

(b) induction of domain-independent moral dimen- 332

sions. Lexicon expansion using this approach can 333

thus be applied to domains beyond the French Elec- 334

tions presented herein. 335

3.2 Concern Type Induction 336

We adopt a generalized semi-automatic process for 337

concern type induction that retains domain adapt- 338

ability. A small set (approximately 15) of domain- 339

relevant key terms (e.g., health, taxation, immigra- 340

tion), is provided by the domain expert as input to 341

the semi-automatic resource building tool. These 342

terms are used to filter the domain relevant dataset 343

(an English subset of a Kaggle Twitter dataset for 344

the 2017 French Elections (Daignan, 2017) of 1.9 345

million tweets). The filtered tweet subset (214k) 346

is then divided into training (2500),1 and develop- 347

ment (211,500) subsets, and propositional analysis 348

is applied to the training set in a 3-step process. 349

First, the top 25 most frequent terms are ex- 350

tracted (e.g., economy),2 ignoring functional ele- 351

ments such as stop words. Second, the verbs whose 352

relevant SRL positions (defined in §3.1) contain 353

any of these top 25 terms are extracted, and the 354

top 10 most frequent verbs e.g., ruin, restrict are 355

selected for further processing. Lastly, the top 40 356

most frequent terms associated with relevant SRL 357

positions (for each of the 10 verbs) are extracted, 358

e.g., economy and business, yielding 400 proposi- 359

tions, e.g., ruin(economy), restrict(business). 360

The propositions, coupled with terms from the 361

original domain-relevant key terms, are presented 362

1Training data are strictly for one-time semi-automatic
resource building, not for model training.

2spaCy (Honnibal et al., 2020) is used for preprocessing
(e.g. sentence splitting, POS tagging).
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to a domain expert, who leverages this input to363

create concern types (approx. 10 or fewer) and cat-364

egorizes the terms according to those types. Terms365

left uncategorized by the expert are dropped. This366

semi-automated concern-type induction takes 2-4367

hours owing to the extraction of high frequency368

domain relevant propositions.369

Concern types induced for the French Election370

domain are: IMMIGRATION_REFUGEE, ELEC-371

TORAL_PROCESS_VOTING_LAWS, ENVIRON-372

MENT_CLIMATE_CHANGE, HEALTH_CARE, TAX-373

ATION, ECONOMIC, SOCIAL_SERVICES, INTER-374

NATIONAL_TRADE, MILITARY_ENGAGEMENT,375

CRIMINAL_JUSTICE.376

3.3 Concern Value Induction377

Concern values leverage MFT (Haidt and Joseph,378

2004; Graham et al., 2009, 2011, 2012) and par-379

ticularly the moralstrength library (Araque et al.,380

2020), which serves as a strong baseline (referred to381

as ‘Moral 1’).3 Our approach transcends this earlier382

paradigm through the application of propositional383

analysis with semantic-role labeling (SRL Gardner384

et al. (2018)), coupled with a more in-depth Word-385

Net (WN Fellbaum (1998)) expansion, yielding386

higher recall while more linguistically constrained387

to retain acceptable precision.388

Expansion of moral dimensions relies on propo-389

sitional analysis, SRL, and WordNet expansion.390

We select candidates for moral dimension expan-391

sion through extraction from propositional state-392

ments, and then induce three lexicon variants (in393

addition to the Moral 1 baseline, and a Moral394

0 random chooser described in §6) using a pro-395

gression of finer-grained WordNet-based semantic-396

similarity functions. This expansion supports the397

goal of task adaptability, as required in the transi-398

tion from stance detection to concern detection.399

The end result is a general approach to induction400

of values for specific tasks, rendered in the form of401

domain-independent lexicons. That is, analogous402

to belief/sentiment terms of stance detection (might,403

probably, hate, love), we induce vice/virtue moral404

dimensions and their corresponding endorsement405

values for concern detection.406

This expansion results in three different system407

variations for moral dimension/values (referred to408

as Moral 2, Moral 3, Moral 4) beyond the Moral409

1 baseline. We note that moral dimensions are410

assigned automatically to each lexical entry via411

3https://github.com/oaraque/moral-foundations.

semantic similarity to Moral 1 terms; the endorse- 412

ment values are then inherited from the most se- 413

mantically similar term from the Moral 1 lexicon. 414

An excerpt of lexicon output is shown below, from 415

the best performing lexicon (Moral 4): 416

hypocrite - dim: betrayal; endorse: 1.0 (strong) 417

appreciation - dim: care; endorse: 8.57 (strong) 418

Lexicon Expansion Details: Moral 2-4 rely on 419

automatic propositional analysis for prudent selec- 420

tion of words from the training data (via SRL, see 421

§3.1) to be considered candidates for lexicon expan- 422

sion. The highest similarity match is recorded to 423

inherit the corresponding moral endorsement value 424

from Moral 1. A brief description of all lexicon 425

expansions used for induction of moral dimensions 426

and values for concern detection is provided below. 427

(See detailed description in Appendix A and links 428

to Moral 2-4 lexicons in Appendix B.) 429

Note: The term “lemma-matched” below refers 430

to a match between a word in a training tweet and 431

a synset’s first lemma. 432

Moral 1: This initial moral dimension lexicon de- 433

veloped by Araque et al. (2020) serves as a strong 434

baseline, with 2800+ terms across five moral di- 435

mensions. This was derived by expanding an initial 436

crowd sourced lexicon of about 480+ terms, an- 437

notated for moral dimensions and endorsements. 438

Expansion to 2800+ terms was via WordNet synset 439

matching, without regard to propositional analysis. 440

Moral 2: (Added 214 terms, for total of 3064) 441

This lexicon expansion yields a set of terms whose 442

lemma-matched synsets are semantically similar 443

(above a threshold) to lemma-matched synsets of 444

the words in the strong baseline (Moral 1) lexicon. 445

Moral 3: (Added 995 terms, for total of 3845) 446

This lexicon expansion yields a set of terms whose 447

lemma-matched synsets and their descendents are 448

semantically similar (above a threshold) to lemma- 449

matched synsets and their descendents of the words 450

in the strong baseline (Moral 1) lexicon. 451

Moral 4: (Added 5623 terms, for total of 8473) 452

This lexicon expansion yields a set of terms drawn 453

from all synsets and their descendents that are se- 454

mantically similar (above a threshold) to all synsets 455

and their descendents of words in the strong base- 456

line (Moral 1) lexicon, without lemma matching. 457

4 Annotation for Ground Truth 458

We conduct an annotation task to develop Ground 459

Truth (GT), against which to compare our concern 460

detection system variants, based on 50 held-out 461
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tweets from the held-out development portion of462

the English subset of the Kaggle Twitter dataset on463

2017 French elections (Daignan, 2017). Annota-464

tion was completed by two non-algorithm devel-465

opers (one with expertise in linguistics, the other466

with expertise in psychosocial moral indicators).467

Annotators were provided guidelines (Appendix C)468

for both concern types and moral dimensions. For469

concern types the inter-rater reliability (IRR) is cal-470

culated through macroaveraging of kappa scores471

(Carletta, 1996) which produces a 66% agreement,472

considered Strong according to (McHugh, 2012).473

By contrast, the macroaveraged IRR for moral di-474

mensions is low (16%), which is considered Weak.475

Given the reliability of the concern type annota-476

tions, our system output is compared against the477

union of both annotators to the concern type scores478

shown 3. However, for moral dimensions, our479

system output is compared only against the sin-480

gle annotator with expertise in psychosocial moral481

indicators. We consider this a reasonable choice482

given that research in detecting moral dimensions483

is still in nascent stages and significant training484

for the task is required to achieve a reliable GT.485

Furthermore, the notion of “ground truth” is inher-486

ently problematic with moral indicators given the487

complex way in which this dimension varies with488

socio-cultural factors.489

The Ground Truth resulting from the annotation490

described above is in Appendix D. Data used herein491

(Daignan, 2017) is an open and publicly available492

dataset carrying no privacy or copyright restrictions.493

Furthermore, IRB formally designates this research494

as non human subject research. Annotators spent495

two hours apiece on the task.496

5 Sample Runs497

We have implemented and validated a system to498

detect concerns that relies on induced lexical re-499

sources. Using spaCy and SRL we derive a propo-500

sitional representation coupled with a concern501

type and a set of concern values (moral dimen-502

sions/endorsements). System run time per tweet is,503

on average, 0.6s, using Python on a MacBook Pro.504

The system has been run on a 1K-tweet held-505

out portion of the development dataset, with rep-506

resentative outputs shown in Table 2. These are507

taken from our best performing variant described508

in §6. In Example 1, the IMMIGRATION_REFUGEE509

Concern type is induced by refugees, coupled with510

appropriate moral dimension/endorsement values:511

Example 1: Vatican’s completely surrounded
by a wall w/an entrance that’s guarded 24/7 &
refugees r not allowed
Concern type: IMMIGRATION_REFUGEE

Proposition: surrounded(vatican, by a wall
...guarded 24/7 & refugees r not allowed))

Dimensions & Endorsements: Harm: 3.46,
Authority: 6.02, Degradation: 2.71

Example 2: Where is the justice?
Concern type: CRIMINAL_JUSTICE

Proposition: is(where, the justice)
Dimensions & Endorsements: Fairness: 7.6
Example 3: Most Melanchon voters care more
about their country than their ideological purity.
Concern type: ELECTORAL_PROCESS_

VOTING_LAWS

Proposition: care(most melanchon voters,
more about their country)

Dimensions & Endorsements: Care: 8.80,
Loyalty: 7.14, Authority: 5.57,
Degradation: 3.69

Table 2: Sample Output from Concern Detection

Harm (wall, entrance, guard), Authority (wall, 512

guard), and Degradation (entrance). In example 2, 513

the CRIMINAL_JUSTICE Concern type is induced 514

(justice), coupled with appropriate moral dimen- 515

sion/endorsement values: Fairness (justice). Both 516

of these appear to be reasonable outputs. 517

In example 3, the ELECTORAL_PROCESS_ 518

VOTING_LAWS Concern type is induced (voters), 519

coupled with moral dimension/endorsement values: 520

Care (care), Loyalty (country), Authority (care, 521

country), Degradation (care, voters). Note that this 522

example overgenerated, inducing the Degradation 523

dimension from the terms care and voters. This 524

is an indication that further lexicon enhancement 525

is needed (as alluded to in §7) for elimination of 526

spurious lexical entries that potentially lead to false 527

positives (i.e., a reduction in Precision). 528

6 Results and Analysis 529

We compare concern detection output using 4 dif- 530

ferent variants of moral dimension lexicons. Our 531

(strong) baseline is “Moral 1” (Araque et al., 2020). 532

Subsequent variants (Moral 2-4) are the expanded 533

moral dimension lexicons using the techniques de- 534

scribed in §3.3. The results of each system output 535

are compared to Ground Truth (GT) as shown in 536

Table 3. 537
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System performance is measured by weighted538

macro-averaged precision (P), recall (R), and F1539

scores. Domain-dependent Concern Type is not540

affected by moral lexicon variants and indepen-541

dently has its own P/R/F1 scores. Concern Values542

(i.e., moral Dimensions) are impacted by lexicon543

variants and therefore have a row corresponding544

to each variant. We note the importance of apply-545

ing a weighted macro average to these scores due546

an imbalance in the distribution of classes (Del-547

gado and Tibau, 2019), where the probability of548

one class can be substantially higher or lower from549

others. For example, we observed that the num-550

ber of ELECTORAL_PROCESS_VOTING_LAWS an-551

notations is 2.3 times higher than the number of552

INTERNATIONAL_TRADE annotations.553

We also provide a system comparison against554

a random chooser for Concern Types (Concern 0)555

and Moral Values (Moral 0). At first glance this556

random chooser would appear to have a decent like-557

lihood of getting many hits, with an expected rate558

of about 50% that each Concern type and Moral559

value will be selected. If so, this would result in an560

expected 250 positive selections for concern types561

(whereas the two annotators together only made562

60 positive selections) and an expected 250 posi-563

tive selections for moral values (whereas the expert564

annotator only made 66 positive selections). How-565

ever, the results in Table 3 indicate that, while the566

increased number of hits leads to a reasonably high567

recall, the number of false positives (233) swamps568

out the hit rate, leading to a low F1 score (20.54).569

Accordingly, Concern 1 easily beats the random570

choice baseline by a healthy margin, with an F1571

score of 77.17.572

In contrast, Moral 0 achieves 79.65% of the per-573

formance of the Moral 1 baseline, with an F1 score574

of 19.65—not too far off from the 24.67 baseline575

F1 score. Moreover, the F1 scores for Moral 2-4576

surpass this baseline, with statistically significant577

improvements indicated between all system pairs578

at the 3.5% level or better, according to the McNe-579

mar statistical test (McNemar, 1947).4 That is, all580

lexicon expansion improvements are statistically581

significant. Notably, a 231% improvement in Re-582

call is achieved for Moral 4 over the strong baseline583

(Moral 1): 65.15 vs. 19.69. This is achieved with584

only a 10% loss of precision, ultimately yielding585

an F1 score of 40.85 which is a 66% improvement.586

4Tested values are correct responses (TP or TN) vs. in-
correct responses (FP or FN), for determining significance of
change in total error rate.

We conduct a further exploration to evaluate the 587

performance of Concern 1 relative to that of human 588

performance. Average F1 score for the two annota- 589

tors is 78.88, and Concern 1 performance is 77.17 590

F1. Concern detection thus yields 97.8% of human 591

performance on concern type detection. 592

Our error analysis of FP/FN cases for con- 593

cern types reveals that concern detection fails 594

to assign any concern type (FN) to Infight- 595

ing among left-wing could hand Front Na- 596

tional VICTORY, which is annotated as ELEC- 597

TORAL_PROCESS_VOTING_LAWS. This is be- 598

cause terms like Front and left-wing are not present 599

in the concern type lexicon. 600

For concern values (moral dimensions), annota- 601

tor does not assign a moral dimension to Macron is 602

center right, yet Moral 4 inaccurately detects (FP) 603

Care, Authority, and Betrayal due to the existence 604

of the word center and also detects Purity from the 605

word right. For this same sentence Moral 1 also 606

inaccurately detects Fairness from the word right. 607

Many cases similar to these impact precision values 608

for each Moral 1-4, potentially requiring lexicon 609

tuning (see §7). 610

System TP FP FN P R F1
Concern 0 35 233 25 12.69 53.88 20.54
Concern 1 40 1 20 91.60 66.67 77.17
Moral 0 33 225 33 12.74 43.01 19.65
Moral 1 13 28 53 32.99 19.69 24.67
Moral 2 17 58 49 31.20 25.76 28.22
Moral 3 24 122 42 31.38 36.36 33.69
Moral 4 43 181 23 29.75 65.15 40.85

Table 3: Evaluation of Concern Types (Domain-
Dependent) and Moral Dimensions (Domain-
Independent) computes an unweighted sum of true
positives (TP), false positives (FP), and false negatives
(FN) across all labels. Precision (P), recall (R), and F1
numbers for all systems are weighted macro-averages
except for the random choosers (Concern 0 and Moral
0). Lexicon variants affect only the moral dimensions.

7 Discussion and Future Work 611

We implement and validate a generalized paradigm 612

for adaptation of tasks involving propositions to a 613

new task (concern detection) and domain (French 614

elections). Our primary contribution is the provi- 615

sion of a framework for rapid adaptability, based 616

on: (a) semi-automatic domain-dependent extrac- 617

tion of types from propositional analysis; and (b) 618

fully automatic domain-independent induction of 619

values from propositional arguments and semantic 620

7



resources. We demonstrate that the coupling of (a)621

and (b) leads to rapid ramp-up resource construc-622

tion for a new task and domain (2-4 hours).623

We also demonstrate that a deeper propositional624

analysis is key to generalizing domain-adaptable625

resource-building for new tasks. We develop a626

new automatic procedure for expanding moral di-627

mensions (Graham et al., 2012) that incorporates628

propositional analysis, semantic-role labeling, and629

in-depth WordNet (WN) expansion, to produce630

three increasingly expanded lexicons with moral631

dimensions/endorsements. We develop a ground632

truth (GT) based on expert annotators and com-633

pare our concern detection output to GT, to yield634

231% improvement in recall over baseline, with635

only a 10% loss in precision. F1 yields 66% im-636

provement over baseline and 97.8% of human per-637

formance. Moreover, our lexically based approach638

yields large savings in terms of human labor and639

costly model building. Work produced herein pro-640

vides to the community a newly expanded moral di-641

mension/value lexicon, annotation guidelines, and642

GT for 50 tweets.643

Results from system runs have been obtained644

without any tuning of the lexicons to remove terms645

that result in a high number of false positives (FP)646

and false negatives (FN). Future work will explore647

fine tuning of the lexicons to address cases seen648

in §6 with an eye toward improving the precision649

without a large drop in recall, to yield an even650

higher F1-score.651

Another area of future work is incorporation652

of additional moral dimensions, most notably the653

liberty/oppression dimension proposed by (Haidt,654

2012), in opposition to the authority dimension655

(‘liberal authority’ vs. ‘attempted domination’).656

This reflects political equality related to dislike of657

oppression and concern for victims, not a desire658

for reciprocity. In political discourse, this is appar-659

ent in anti-authoritarianism and anti-government660

anger, which makes it an important dimension for661

the topic of the French election (Iyer et al., 2012)662

and widens the range of potentially relevant infor-663

mation that could indicate influence attempts.664

Future work also includes exploration of other665

cultural frameworks, in addition to or in place of666

Moral Foundations Theory, e.g. Inglehart’s Cul-667

tural Map model (Inglehart and Welzel, 2010) and668

Schwartz Value Theory (Schwartz, 2012). Cul-669

tural models that allow more room for non-Western670

values (e.g. survival needs) are important consider-671

ations in order to reduce bias, and a feasible avenue 672

for improving the performance and applicability of 673

concern detection. 674

Establishing GT for a given cultural context 675

remains difficult, especially when using diverse 676

annotators. Prabhakaran et al. (2021) show that 677

systematic disagreements between annotators (due 678

to socio-cultural backgrounds and/or lived expe- 679

riences) may be obfuscated through aggregating 680

crowd-sourced annotations. Future work may be 681

improved on, using vector-based approaches as- 682

signing weights based on their representativeness 683

in a given culture. 684

Cultural values are also reflected in language 685

(e.g., gendered vs. non-gendered languages, cul- 686

turally intrinsic concepts). Accordingly, our future 687

work involves processing concerns for other lan- 688

guages through adaption of SRL (Gardner et al., 689

2018) to multilingual input, starting with French, 690

employing multilingual preprocessing via spaCy 691

(Honnibal et al., 2020) and EuroWordNet and re- 692

lated multilingual WordNets (Bond and Paik, 2012; 693

Bond and Foster, 2013), to expand moral dimen- 694

sions to other languages. 695

Language biases on which some of our work is 696

built on are a potential limitation. For example, 697

cultural idioms like fluctuat nec mergitur may be 698

translated from Latin into the correct literal mean- 699

ing of tossed [by the waves], but not sunk, but the 700

culturally distinct values (Paris’ coat of arms and 701

motto with a deep affective history) will get lost in 702

translations into English, and with it, its cultural 703

meaning. Similarly, while the English WordNet 704

provides one of the most comprehensive semantic 705

ontology of words in English, embedded biases 706

are still present today, e.g., offensive, racist, and 707

misogynistic slurs (Crawford and Paglen, 2021); 708

such limitations need to be addressed within the 709

language resource community. 710

Ethics: Risk of misuse of this technology is 711

mitigated by the transparent nature of concern de- 712

tection, owing to the propositional representations 713

that underlie and inform algorithmic decisions. In 714

contrast to ML approaches, any form of misuse 715

within the technology would be easily discover- 716

able. The technology further serves as a framework 717

within which cultural distinctions may be studied 718

and better understood, thus mitigating the potential 719

for cross-culturally undetected misuse. 720
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A Lexicon Expansion Detailed721

Descriptions722

Below is the detailed description of each expansion723

algorithm. Basic definitions:724

w = word in training tweet (e.g., ‘concerned’)725

m = moral foundations word (e.g., ‘concern’)726

wn = wordnet package727

Sw = wn.synsets(w) (set of synsets for word w)728

sw,1 = wn.synsets(w)[0] (first synset for word w)729

Li = lemmas associated with Si730

li,k = s.lemmas() (lemmas for synset si)731

li,1 = s.lemmas()[0].name() (first lemma synset si)732

Note: Use of the term “lemma-matched” below733

refers to a match between a word in a training734

tweet and a synset’s first lemma.735

Lexicon Expansion: All lexicon expansions736

(Moral 2-4 below) beyond a strong baseline (Moral737

1) rely on propositional guidance to select words738

from the training data to be considered candidates739

for lexicon expansion. The highest similarity match740

is recorded for future selection of the moral en-741

dorsement value. All moral lexicon expansions742

(Moral 2-4 below) beyond a strong baseline (Moral743

1) apply to each pair (w,m) for each word of inter-744

est w and each moral foundations word m (w ×m745

iterations):746

Moral 1: This initial moral dimension lexicon de-747

veloped by Araque et al. (2020)5 serves as a strong748

baseline, with 2800+ terms across five moral di-749

mensions. This was derived by expanding an initial750

crowd sourced lexicon of about 480+ terms, an-751

notated for moral dimensions and endorsements.752

Expansion to 2800+ terms was via WordNet synset753

matching, without regard to propositional analysis.754

Moral 2: (Added 214 terms) This lexicon expan-755

sion yields a set of terms whose lemma-matched756

synsets are semantically similar (above a thresh-757

old) to lemma-matched synsets of the words in the758

strong baseline (Moral 1) lexicon, using the follow-759

ing steps: (a) Extract all synsets sw,i in Sw (for760

word w) whose first lemma li,1 exactly matches w,761

producing Sx.(b) Extract all sm,j in Sm (for word762

m) whose first lemma lj,1 exactly matches m, pro-763

ducing Sy. (c) Return all lemmas lk,1 of any sx,k764

in Sx that matches any sy,h in Sy using wordnet765

wup_similarity w/ threshold 0.9 (if any). Example:766

concerned → concerned.a.01.767

Moral 3: (Added 995 terms) This lexicon expan-768

sion yields a set of terms whose lemma-matched769

5https://github.com/oaraque/moral-foundations.

synsets and their descendents are semantically sim- 770

ilar (above a threshold) to lemma-matched synsets 771

and their descendents of the words in the strong 772

baseline (Moral 1) lexicon, using the following 773

steps: (a) Extract all synsets sw,i, in Sw (for word 774

w) whose first lemma li,1 matches exactly w, pro- 775

ducing Sx. Extract all synsets sm,j in Sm (for word 776

m) whose first lemma lj,1 matches exactly m, pro- 777

ducing Sy. (First part of 2 up to this point.) (b) 778

Expand lemmas from both sets: (i) collect all lem- 779

mas for all synsets in Sx, producing Lx; (ii) collect 780

all lemmas for all synsets in Sy, producing Ly. (c) 781

Extract synsets for these lemma expansions: (i) 782

collect all synsets for all lemmas in Lx, produc- 783

ing Sa; (ii) collect all synsets for all lemmas in 784

Ly, producing Sb. (d) Return all unique lemmas 785

lc,1 of any synset sa,c in Sa that matches a synset 786

sb,d in Sb using wup_similarity w/ threshold 0.9 (if 787

any). Example: concerned → concerned.a.01 → 788

implicated → implicated.s.01 789

Moral 4: (Added 5623 terms) This lexicon expan- 790

sion yields a set of terms drawn from all synsets 791

and their descendents that are semantically similar 792

(above a threshold) to synsets and their descen- 793

dents of words in the strong baseline (Moral 1) 794

lexicon—without lemma matching—using the fol- 795

lowing steps: (a) Extract all synsets sw,i in Sw (for 796

word w), producing Sx. Extract all sm,j in Sm (for 797

word m), producing Sy. (b) Expand lemmas from 798

both sets: (i) collect all lemmas for all synsets in Sx, 799

producing Lx; (ii) collect all lemmas for all synsets 800

in Sy, producing Ly. (c) Extract synsets for these 801

lemma expansions: (i) collect all synsets for all 802

lemmas in Lx, producing Sa; (ii) collect all synsets 803

for all lemmas in Ly, producing Sb. (d) Return all 804

unique lemmas lc,1 of any synset sa,c in Sa that 805

matches a synset sb,d in Sb using wup_similarity 806

w/ threshold 0.9 (if any) Example: concerned → 807

refer.v.02 → refer → pertain.v.02 808

B Moral Dimension/Value Lexicons: 809

Moral 2-4 810

Three moral lexicons are induced automatically via 811

propositional analysis, SRL, and semantic lexicon 812

expansion: 813

• Moral 2: Moral 2 Lexicon 814

• Moral 3: Moral 3 Lexicon 815

• Moral 4: Moral 4 Lexicon 816
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C Annotation Guidelines817

1. For each tweet excerpt in the “Text” column818

A, apply steps 2–8 below.819

2. Columns B through K are the potential Con-820

cern types. Put a “1” in a single column cor-821

responding to the applicable Concern type.822

Leave empty if none appears to apply.823

3. Columns L through W are moral dimensions.824

Put a “1” in any column that has an applicable825

moral dimension, in either the vice subcolumn826

or the virtue subcolumn. Leave the vice/virtue827

cells empty for any moral dimension that is828

not applicable. Refer to the moral dimensions829

described in the Graham and Haidt tables for830

this task (see links in 4a and 4b below).831

4. Provide annotations only for explicitly repre-832

sented material. Do not infer context that is833

not stated and do not apply any subject-matter834

background knowledge. The only background835

knowledge to be used for this task is the moral836

dimensions description in tables below from:837

(a) [Graham and Haidt, 2012] (see page 16)838

(b) [Graham et al., 2013] (see page 68)839

5. Do not try to force the Text into a particu-840

lar moral dimension. If a moral dimension841

appears to be applicable, but it is unclear842

whether the vice or virtue is active, put “DK”843

in either the vice cell or virtue cell, instead of844

leaving it blank.845

6. Consider only the content of the Text without846

regard to grammaticality or punctuation.847

7. Assume no sarcasm is present. Annotate the848

literal sense.849

8. Use the last column (optionally) for any an-850

notation notes, eg, the reasoning behind the851

chosen annotations.852

D Ground Truth853

We conduct an annotation task to develop Ground854

Truth (GT), against which to compare our concern855

detection system variants, based on 50 held-out856

tweets from the held-out development portion of857

the Kaggle English Twitter dataset on 2017 French858

elections (Daignan, 2017). Annotation was com-859

pleted by two non-algorithm developers (one with860

expertise in linguistics, the other with expertise in861

psychosocial moral indicators). Annotators were 862

provided guidelines (Appendix C) for both con- 863

cern types and moral dimensions. For concern 864

types the interrater reliability (IRR) is calculated 865

through macroaveraging of kappa scores (Carletta, 866

1996) which produced a 66% agreement, consid- 867

ered Strong according to (McHugh, 2012). By 868

contrast, the macroaveraged IRR for moral dimen- 869

sions is considered none to slight (16%), which is 870

deemed Weak. [Link to GT] 871
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